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Of course it is in th e selfish interest of people who :>wn
and control th e mass media, and of all wealthy people, to
maintain th e existing class structure. A nd th e mass media
help th em to do this by selective ly prese nting information
and viewpoints so as to manipulate p eople's opinions on
eve ry thing from national war policy to effective m eans for
dealing with crime in the stree ts.
fl is no wonder th erefore that wide-scale disse mination
through major publications is generally denied to ideas which
conflict with th e interests of th e dominant wealthy groups in
society . If p rinted at all, these ideas are usually confined to
sm all, "left-win g" periodicals which reach at most only a tiny
min ority of th e population.
Th e fallowing article and th e account of its ce nsorship
fro m th e page s of Science provide an example of suppression
of those ideas that ques tion th e basic class structure and
ad vocate changing th e status quo. By challenging th e notion
that science is a neutral dis ciplin e indep endent of political
and moral considerations, and by confronting th e cult of
my stification surrounding scien ce--my stification which helps
preve nt p eople from gaining control over th eir individual and
c oll ec t ive lives-- "Towards a Science for th e People"
eviden tally pose d more of a threat than Science's editor
would p ermit.
However, th e article has gained limited circulation. It
was distributed in th e pamphlet Censored at the American
A ssociation for th e A dvan ce ment of S cience convention in
Philaaelphia in Dece mber, 1971 , and appeared as an article,
"Science for the People," in th e March, 1972, iss ue of
Lib e ration . Hop efully , through its present re-printing,
" Towards a Science for th e People" will encourage further
disc ussion of both issues: science as political activity, and
control of ideas through control of th e m edia.
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Towards

A Science ~,
For The
People
In the 15th century Leonardo da Vinci refused to
publish plans for a submarine, because he anticipated that it
would be used as a weapon. In the 17th century, for similar
reasons, Boyle kept secret a poison he had developed. In 1946
Leo Szilard, who had been one of the key developers of the
atom bomb, quit physics in disillusionment over the ways in
which the government had used his work. By and large this
kind of resistance on the part of scientists to the misuse of
their research has been very sporadic, from isolated
individuals, and generally in opposition only to particular,
unusually repugnant projects. As such it has been ineffective.
If scientists want to help prevent socially destructive
applications of science, they must forego acting in an ad hoc
or purely moralistic fashion and begin to respond collectively
from the vantage point of a political and economic analysis of
their work. This analysis must be firmly anchored in an
understanding of the American corporate state.
We will argue below that science is inevitably political,
and in the context of contemporary American corporate
capitalism, that it contributes greatly to the exploitation and
oppression of most of the people both in this country and

abroad . We will call for a re-orientation of scientific work and
will suggest ways in which scientifi c workers can re-direct
their research to furth er meaning[ul social change.
SCIENCE IN CAPITALIST AMERICA
Concurrent with the weakening of Cold War ideology
over the past 15 years has been the growing realiza tion on the
part of increasing numbers of Americans that a tiny minority
of the population , through its wealth and power , controls the
major decision-making institutions of our society. Research
such as that of Mills (Th e Po we r Elite) , Domhoff (Who Rules
A m erica) , and Lundgren (Th e Rich and th e Siiperrich) has
exposed the existence of this minority to publi c scrutin y.
Although the term " ruling class" may have an anachronistic
ring to som e, we still find it useful to describe that dominant
minority that owns and controls th e productive economic
resources of our so ciety . The mea ns by which the American
ruling class exerts control in o ur society and over much of the
Third World has been described in such works as Baran and
Sweezy's Mo nopoly Capital , Horowitz's Th e Free Wo rld
Colosws , and Magdoff's Th e Age of Imp erialism . These
works argu e that it is not a conspiracy, but rather th e logical
outcome of corporate capitalism that a minorit y with wealth
and power , fun ctioning efficiently within the system to
maintain its position , inevitably will oversee the oppression
a nd ex ploitation of the majority of the people in this
country , as well as the more extreme impoverishm ent and
degradation of the people of the Third World. It is within the
context of this political-economic system, a system that has
produ ce d the Military-Industrial complex as its highest
expression , and that will use all the resources at its disposal to
maintain its control, that is, within the context of the
American corporate stat e, that we must consider the role
played by scientific work.
We view the long-term strategy of th e U.S. capitalist
cla ss as r es ting on two basic pillars. The first is the
mainten a n ce a nd str e ngth e ning of th e internation al
domin ation of U.S. capital. The principal economic aspect of
this lies in continually in creasing the profitable opportunities
for the export of capital so as to absorb the surplus constantly
being generated both internally and abroad. With the growing
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revolt of the oppressed peoples of the world, the traditional
political and military mechanisms necessary to sustain this
imperialist control are disintegrating. More and more the
U.S. ruling class is coming to rely openly on technological
and military means of mass terror and repression which approach genocide: anti-personnel bombs, napalm , pacification-assassination programs, herbicides and other attempts
to induce famines. etc.
While this use of scientific resources is becoming more
clearly evident (witness the crisis of conscience among
increasing numbers of young scientists), the importance of
scientific and technological resources for the second pillar of
capitalist strategy is even more central, although less
generally accorded the significance it deserves.
The second fundamental thrust of capitalist political
economic strategy is to guarantee a steady and predictable
increase in the productivity of domestic labor. The ability to
extract an increasingly better return on the wage investment
by curtailment of the necessary labor time to produce a given
product is crucial to the maintenance of the profitability of
domestic industry and its ability to compete on the
international market. Without this increase in labor
productivity it would be impossible to maintain profits and at
the same time sustain the living standard and employment of
the working class. This in turn makes it possible to sustain the
internal consumer market and to blunt the domestic class
struggle in order to preserve social control by the ruling class.
The key to increasing the productivity of American
labor is the transformation and re-organization of our major industries through accelerated automation and rationalization of the production process (through economy of
scale, the introduction of labor-saving plant and machinery,
doing away with the traditional craft prerogatives of the
workers, efc. , such as is now occurring in the construction
industry). This re-organization will depend on programmed
advances in technology.
There are basically two reasons why these advances and
new developments cannot be left to the "natural" progress of
scientific-technological knowledge, why they must be
foreseen and included in the social-economic planning of the
ruling class. First is the mammoth investment in the
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present-day plant, equipment and organizational apparatus
of the major monopolies. The sudden obsolescence of a
significant part of their appartus would be an economic
disaster which could very well endanger their mark~t
position. (One sees the results of this lack of planning in the
airline industry.) Secondly, the transformation of the process
of production entails major re-organization of education,
transportation , and communication. This has far-reaching
social and political consequences which cause profound
strains in traditional class, race , and sex relationships, which
have already generated and will continue to generate political
and social crises. For the ruling class to deal with these crises
it is necessary to be able to plan ahead, to anticipate new
developments so that they do not get out of hand.

In our view , because planning and programmed
advances in technology are absolutely central to ruling class
strategy, an entirely new relationship is required between the
ruling and the technical-scientific sectors of society, a
relationship which has been emerging since the Second World
War , and which , deeply rooted in social-economic
developments, cannot be reversed. If one looks at the new
sciences which have developed in this period-cybernatics,
systems analysis, management science, linear programming,
game theory , as well as the direction of development in the
social sciences, one sees an enormous development in the
techniques of gathering, processing, organizing, and utilizing
information, exactly the typ e of technological advance most
needed by the rulers.
It is no accident that two of the most advanced
monopolistic formations , advanced both in their utilization
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and support of science and in the efficiency and
sophistication of their internal organization, are Bell
Telephone and IBM. They represent to capitalist planners the
wave of the future, the integration of scientific knowledge ,
management technique and capital which guarantees the
long-term viability of the capitalist order. They also represent
industries which are key to the servicing and rationalizing of
the basic industries as well as to the maintenance of the
international domination of U.S. capital.

*****
The ruling class, through government, big corporations,
and tax-exempt foundations , funds most of our research. In
the case of industrial research , the control and direction of
research are obvious. With research supported by government or private foundations , controls are somewha·t less obvious, but nonetheless effective. Major areas of research
may be preferentially funded by direction of Congress or
foundation trustees. For example, billions of dollars are
spent on space research while pressing domestic needs are
given lower priority. We believe that the implications of
space research for the military and the profits of the influential aerospace industries are clearly the decisive factors.
Within specific areas of research, ruling-class bias is also evident in selection of priorities. For example, iii medicine,
money has been poured into research on heart disease, cancer and stroke, major killers of the middle and upper classes,
rather than into research on sickle cell anemia, the broad
range of effects of malnutrition (higher incidences of most
diseases) , etc., which affect mainly the lower classes. Large
sums of money are provided for study of ghetto populations
but nothing is available to support studies of how the powerful operate.
Second, on a lower level, decisions on which individual
gets research money are usually made by scientists themselves
chosen to sit on review panels. The fact that these people are
near the tops of their respective scientific hierarchies
demonstrates a congruence between their professional goals
and the scientific priorities of the ruling class. This kind of
internal control is most critical in the social sciences, where
questions of ideology are more obviously relevant to what is
5

considered " appropriate" in topic or in approach. This same
scientific elite exerts control over the socialization of science
students through funding of training grants to universities,
through their influence over curricula and textbook content,
and through their personal involvement in the training of the
next generation of elite scientists. Thus, through the high
level control of the funding now essential for most scientific
research, and second , through the professional elites acting in
a managerial cap acity, ruling-class interests and priorities
domin ate scientific research and training.

**** *
The same gov e rnm e nt-corporate axis that funds
applied research that is narrowly benefi cial to ruling-class
interests also supports almost all of our basic or , to use the
euphemism , " pure," research ; it is called pure because it is
ostensibly perform ed not for specific applications but only to
seek the truth. Many scientific workers engaged in some form
of basic research do not envision an y applications of their
work a11d thus b e li e ve th e m se lv es absolved of an y
responsibility for appli cations. Others perform basic research
in hopes th at it will lead to th e betterment of mankind . In
e ither case these workers have fa iled to understand the
contemporary situa tion.
Toda y, ba sic research is closely follow ed by th ose in a
p os ition to r ea p th e b e n e fit s of its ap plica tion--the
governm ent and th e corporation s. Only ri ch instituti ons have
the resources and staff to keep abreast of current research and
to mount th e technology necessary for its ap plicati o n. As th e
attention paid by governm ent and corporati ons to scientifi c
research has increased, the amount of tim e required to appl y
it has decreased. In the las t century, fift y years elapsed
between Faraday's demonstra tion that an electric current
could be generated by moving a magnet near a pi ece of wire
and Edison 's construction of th e first central power stati on.
Only seven years passed betwee n the realiza tion that the
atomi c bomb was theoreti call y possible and its detonation
over Hiroshima and Nagasa ki. The tran sistor went from
invention tq sales in a mere three years. More recentl y,
research on lasers was barely completed when engineers
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began using it to design new weapons for the government and
new long-distance transmission systems for the telephone
company.
The result is that in many ways discovery and
application, scientific research and engineering, can no longer
be distinguished from each other. Our technological society
has brought them so close together that today they can only
be considered part of the same process. Consequently, while
most scientific workers are motivated by humane
considerations, or a detached pursuit of truth for truth's sake,
their discoveries cannot be separated from applications which
all too frequently destroy or debase human life.
Theoretical and experimental physicists, working on
problems of esoteric intellectual interest, provided the
knowledge that eventually was pulled together to make the
H-bomb , while mathematicians , geophysicists, and
metallurgists, wittingly or unwittingly, made the discoveries
necessary to construct intercontinental ballistic missiles.
Physicists doing basic work in optics and infrared
spectroscopy may have been shocked to find that their
research would help government and corporate engineers
build detection and surveillance devices for use in Indochina.
The basic research of molecular biologists, biochemists,
cellular physiologists, neuropsychologists and physicians was
necessary for CBW (chemical-biological warfare) agents,
defoliants , herbicides, and gaseous crowd-control devices.
Anthropologists studying social systems of mountain
tribes in Indochina were surprised when the CIA collected
their information for use in counter-insurgency operations.
Psychologists exploring the parameters of human intelligence
for "purely scientific" reasons unintentionally created
intelligence-testing instruments which, once developed,
passed out of their hands and now help the draft boards
conscript men for Vietnam and the U.S. Army allocate
manpower more effectively . Further, these sa me intelligence-testing instruments are now an integral part of the
public school trackin g systems that, beginning at an early
age, reduce opportunities of working-class children for higher edu ca tion and social mobility.
Unfortunately , the problem of evaluating basic
research does not end with such obscene misapplications as
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these. One must also examine the economic consequences of
basic research, consequences which flow from the structure
of corporate capitalism under which we live. Scientific
knowledge and products, like any other products and services
in our society, are marketed for profit-that is, they are !].Ot
equally distributed to, equall y avai lable to, or equally useable by all of the people. While they often contribute to
the material standard of living of many people, they are

channeled through an organization and distribution of
scarcity in such a way as to rationalize the overall system of
economic exploitation and social control. Furthermore , they
frequently become the prerogative of the middle and upper
classes and often result in increasing the disadvantages of
those s< .ctors of the population that are already most
oppressed.
For example, research in comparative and
developm ental psychology has shown that enriching the
experience of infants and young children by increasing the
variety and complexity of shapes, colors and patterns in their
environment might increase their intelligence as it is
conventionally defined. As these techniques become more
standardized, manufacturers are beginning to market their
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versions of them in the form of toys aimed at and priced for
th e upper and middle classes, and inaccessible to the poor.
Research in plant genetics and agronomy resulted in the
development of super strains of cereal crops which , it was
hoped , would alleviate the problems of food production in
und e rd eveloped countries. However, in many areas the
expensive fertilizers required for growing these crops can be
afford ed only by rich farmers , and the " green revolution" has
e nd e d up by exacerbating class differences. Studies by
sociologists and anthropologists of various Third World
societies have been used by th e U.S. government to help
maintain in power ruling elites favorable to U.S. economic
interests in those countries. The mapping studies of
geologists, carried out in the interest of basic research, have
been used by real-estate developers in California to lay out
tract-housing developments that mean massive profits for the
few and ecological catastrophe for the entire state.
On a larger scale , nearly all of the people and most
organizations of people lack the financial resources to avail
themselves of some of th e most advanced technology that
arises out of basic research . Computers, s:atellites, and
advertising, to name only a few, all rely on the findings of
basic research. These techniques are not owned by , utilized
by , or operated for , the mass of the people·, but instead
fun ction in the interests of the government and the large
c orporations. The people are not only deprived of the
pot e ntial benefits of scientific research , but corporate
capitalism is given new tools with which to extract profit
from them. For example , the telephone company's.
utilization of the basic research on laser beams will enable it
to create superior communication devices which, in turn , will
c ontribute toward binding together and extending the
American empire commercially, militarily , and culturally.
The thrust of all these examples, which could easily be
elaborated and multiplied , is that the potentially beneficial
achievements of scientific technology do not escape the
political and economic context. Rather, they emerge as
products which are systematically distributed in an
inequitable way to become another means of further defining
and producing the desired political or economic ends of those
in power. New knowledge capable of application in ways
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which would alleviate th e many injustices of capitalism and
imperialism is either not created in the first place or is mad e
worthless by th e limited reso urces of the victims.
If we a re t o t ake seriously th e observation that
di scovery and app li cation are practically inseparable, it
fallows that basic researchers have more than a casual
responsibility for th e application of their work. The possible
consequences of research in progress or planned for the
future must be subjected to careful scrutiny. This is not
always easy, as the following examples might indicate.
Basic research in meteorology and geopnysics gives
rise to the hope that man might one day be capable of
exerting a high level of control over the weather. However,
such techniques might be used to steer destru ctive typhoons
or droughts into "enemy" countries like North Vietnam or
China. As far back as 1960, the U.S. Navy published a paper
on just this possibility and the need to develop the requisite
techniques before the Russians did. (One has premonitions of
future congressmen and presidential candinates warning us
about tn e weather-control gap.) Rain-making techmques
are already being used in Indochina, according to some reports, to induce cloudbursts over the Ho Chi Minh Trail.
Physicists worKmg m the areas of optics and planetary
orbits have provided knowledge which the American military
was, and might still be, considering for the development of
satellites in stationary orbit over Vietnam equipped with
gigantic mirrors capable of reflecting the sun and illuminating
large parts of the countryside at night. While scientific
workers perform experiments on the verbal communication
of dolphins, the Navy for years has been investigating the
possibility of training them to carry torpedoes and
underwater_cameras strapped to their backs. Not surprisingly,
much of the support for basic research on dolphins comes
from the Office of Naval Research.
Neurophysiologists are developing a technique called
Electric Brain Stimulation, in which rnicroelectrodes capable
of receiving radio signals are permanently implanted in areas
of the brain known to control certain gross behaviours. Thus
radio signals selectively transmitted to electrodes in various
parts of the brain are capable of eliciting behaviors like rage or
fear , or of stimulating appetites for food or sex. The
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possibility of implanting these electrodes in the brains of
mental patients or prisoners (or even welfare recipients or
professional soldiers) should not be underestimated,
especially since such uses might be proposed for the most
humane and ennobling reasons. Again, the list of examples
could be extended greatly.

5CIENCE IS POLITICAL
An analysis of scientific research merely begins with a
description of how it is misapplied and maldistributed. The
next step must be an unequivocal statement that scientific
activity in a technological society is not, and cannot be,
politically neutral or value-free. Some people, particularly
after Hiroshima and Nuremberg, have accepted this. Others
still argue that science should be an unbridled search for
truth, not subject to a political or a moral critique. J. Robert
Oppenheimer, the man in charge of the Los Alamos project
which built and tested the first atomic born bs, said in 1967
that, "our work has changed the conditions in which men
live, but the use made of these changes is the problem of
governments, not of scientists."
The attitude of Oppenheimer and others, justified by
the slogan of truth for truth's sake, is fostered in our society
and has prevailed. It is tolerated by those who control power in this country because it furthers their aims and does not
challenge their uses of science. This attitude was advanced
centuries ago by people who a sumed that an increase in
available knowledge would automatically lead to a better
world. But this was at a time when the results of scientific
knowledge cou ld not easily be anticipated. Today, in a
modern technological society, this analysis becomes a rationalization for the maintenance of repressive or destructive institution , put forth by people who at best are motivated by a desire for the intellectual pleasure of re earch,
,md often are merely after money, status, and soft jobs. We
believe it would be lame indeed to continue to argue that
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the possible unforeseen benefits which may arise from scientific research in our society will inevitably outweigh the
clearly foreseeable harm. The slogan of "truth for truth's
sake" is defunct, simply because science is no longer, and
can never again be, the private affair of scientists.
Many scientists, even after considering the above
analysis , may still feel that no oppressive or exploitative
technology will result from their particular research. Two
arguments are relevant here . First, even research without
foreseeable practical application serves to advance the field
generally , and to provide a more sophisticated background
from which technology may be derived. The Department of
Defense recognizes this and annually invests millions of
dollars in such "impractical" research , knowing that in the
long run it pays off. The preferential funding of certain areas
of basic research makes it more likely that those areas and not
others will advance to the point where the emergence of this
technology becomes more probable. Second , while formerly
scientific activity consumed only an infinitesimal amount of
society's resources, the situation has changed drastically in
th e last 25 years. Scientific activity now commands a
significant amount of social resources, resources which are in
short supply and are necessary to meet the real needs of the
majority of the people. The point here is not that scientific
activity should cease, but rather that it should truly be a
science for the people.
Some scientists have recognized this situation and are
now participating in nationally coordinated attempts to solve
pressing social probl e ms within the existing
political-economic system. However , because their work
is usually funded and ultimately controlled by the same
forces that control basic research, it is questionable what they
can accomplish. For example , sociologists hoping to alleviate
some of the oppression of ghetto life have worked with urban
renewal programs only to find the ultimate priorities of such
programs are controlled by the city political machines and
local real estate and business interests rather than by the
needs of the people directly affected by such programs.
Psychologists, demographers , economists , etc., worked on a
Master Plan for Higher Education for New York City that
would guarantee higher education for all . In practice open
enrollment was restricted to the lowest level which
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channelled students into menial jobs set by corporate
priorities while the main colleges remained virtually as closed
as before.
Be ha vi oral and clinical psychologists have tried to
develop procedures for app lying conditioning techniques to
human psychopathology. Their work is now used in state
hosp ital programs which, under the guise of " therapy ,"
torture homosex ual people .with nega tive reinforcement ,
usually electri cal, in order to convert them forcefully to
h e t erosex ualit y. ( Th e r e a r e s till 33 states in which
homosex uals may be "committed" under archaic sex ual
psychopath l aws for indefinite sentences). No one is
impugning the motives of Pavlov or Skinner, but this is what
it has co me to in the United States. Thus the liberal panacea
of pouring funds into socia l science research to create Oak
Ridge-t y pe institutions for the social sciences is no more
likely to improve th e quality of life than the nam esake
inst itution has. The social sciences ar e not performed in a
political vacuum any more than th e natural sciences are. They
all ultim ately serve the same masters .
Even medical research is not without negative social
impact. The di scovery of a specific disease cure or preventive
meas ure invaria bly depends upon prior basic research which
is frequ ently linked to non-medical misap pli ca tions , often
before it is used to produce di sease cures. For example, the
work of microbiologi sts who are decoding the DNA molec ule
gi ves hope for th e genetic control of a wide variety of birth
defects. Already this research has bee n used by government
and military technicians to breedstrainsofvirulentmicrobes
for germ warfare. Further, it is not unreaso nable to expect
that so meday this research will lead to genetic engineering
capable of producing variou s human subpopulations for the
use of those who are in technological co ntrol. These might
include especially aggressive so ldiers for a professional army ,
strong drones to perform unpl easa nt physi cal labor, or
"p hilosop her kings" to inherit control from those already
possessing it.
Appli ed medical researc h, as well as the more basic
variety typifi ed by DNA work, is no less free of the possibility
of mis-application . More than purely humane consequences
co u Id e merge from one of th e latest dramati c medi cal
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advan ce s, organ transplanta tion . Christiaan Barnard has
publicly urged that people be edu ca ted to " do na te" th eir
organs. It is not overly visionary to imagine tha t so cie ty's
underclass , whose labor is decreasingly in de mand , might be
nouri shed as a collecti ve " orga n ba nk ." lf thi s occ urred , it
would most proba bl y be on a de f acto rather than de jure
basis, as is the case with other form s o f class and racial
oppression. That is, monetary and other ince ntives would be
instituted to encourage " volunteers" so that direct coercion
would be unnecessary. Models for th e poor selling pa rts of
their bodies already exist in th e form of wet nu rses, indigent
profess ional blood donors, and convicts and colonial peoples
serving as subjects for exp erim ents. ·An example of th e last
was the use of Puerto .Rican women to tes t birth control pills
befor e they were considered safe to marke t in th e United
Stat es (and now evidence that had been suppressed by the
drug companies, th e governm ent, and th e medi cal profess ion
indica tes th at they are not sa fe after all-see J . Co burn in
Ramparts, June, 1970.).
Th e mi s appli c ati o n o f m e di ca l o r pre medi cal
kn o wl e dge is, however, onl y half of th e problem . The
tragically overcrowded and understaffed city and county
ho s pitals of our large metropolitan areas testify to the
inequities and class biases in th e di stributi o n of medi cal
knowledge as well. People here a nd througho ut the world
needl essly suffe r and di e beca use th e mon ey to pay for , the
e du c ation with which to understand , or the ph ys ical
pro ximity to , modern medi cin e has been denied the m. By
virtu e of this, much of medi cal resear ch has taken pl ace fo r
exclusive or primary use by the afflu ent.
Some medi cal di scove ries have bee n equita bl y and , a t
least in our society, almost universally distributed . The Salk
and Sabin vaccines are one exampl e. Ye t o ne is forced to
wonder if this would have o ccurred had polio bee n less
contagious. If the people who are in charge of our publi c
h e alth servi ces could have protected th e ir o wn children
without totall y eradi cating polio , would they have mo ved as
fas t and as effectively? Witn ess the ir ability- to preve nt o r
reverse effec ts of malnutriti o n, whil e thou sa nds of children
within our borders alo ne suffe r from it. In fac t, whil e po li o
vacci nes may have been an exce ptio n, the gra ves t proble m we
fa ce in te rm s of di sease is not di scove rin g new cures o r
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preventive m eas ures. Rather it is discovering ways of
equitably distributing the medical knowledge we already
possess, and that , ultim ately , is a political problem.
WHAT IS TO BE DONE?
In this society , at this time , it is not possible to
escape the political implications of scientific work . The
Ameri can ruling-class has long had a commitment to science,
not merely limit e d to
short-range practical
applications, but based on th e
belief that science is good for
the long-term welfare of
American capitalism, and that
what is good for American
capitalism is good for
humanity. This outlook is
shared by th e trustees of
universities, th e official
leaders of U.S. science, the
administrators of government
and private funding agencies.
Further , they see this
viewpoint as representing a
mature social responsibility,
morally superior to the "pure
search for truth" attitudes of
some of the scientists. But
they tolerate that ideology
since it furthers their own aims
and does not challenge their
Palante/ LNS
uses of science.
We find the alternatives of "science for science's sake"
and "science for progress of capitalism" equally
unacceptable. We can no longer identify the cause of
humanity with that of U.S- capitalism_ We don't have two
governments , one which beneficiently funds research and
another which represses and kills in the ghettos in Latin
America, and in Indochina. Nor do we have two corporate
structures, manipulating for profit on the one hand while
desiring social equity and justice on the other. Rather there is

-
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a single government-corporate axis which supports research
with the intention of acquiring powerful tools, both of the
hard- and soft-ware varieties, tor the pursuit of exploitative
and imperial goals.
Recognizing the political implications of their work,
some scientists in recent years have sought to organize, as
scientists , to oppose the more noxious or potentially
catastrophic schemes of the government, such as atmospheric
nu cl ear testing , chemical and biological warfare
development, and the antiballistic missile system. Others
shifted fields to find less "controversial" disciplines: Leo
Szilard, who had been wartime co-director of the University
of Chicago experiments which led to the first self-sustaining
chain reaction, quit physics in disillusionment over the
manner in which the government had used his work , and
devoted the rest of his life to research in molecular biology
and public affairs. In subsequent years other physicists
followed Szilard's lead into biology , including Donald Glaser,
the 1960 recipient of the Nobel Prize. Yet in 1969, James
Shapiro, one of the group of microbiologists who first
isolated a pure gene , announced that for political reasons he
was going to stop doing any research. Shapiro's decision
points up the inadequacy of Szilard's , but is no less
inadequate itself.
Traditional attempts to reform scientific activity, to
disentangle it from its more malevolent and vicious
applications, have failed. Actions designed to preserve the
moral integrity of individuals without addressing themselves
to the political and economic system which is at the root of
the problem have been ineffective. The ruling class can always
replace a Leo Szilard with an Edward Teller. What is needed
now is not liberal reform or withdrawal , but a radical attack, a
strategy of opposition . Scientific workers must develop ways
to put their skills at the service of the people and against the
oppressors.
POLITICAL ORGANIZING IN THE HEALTH FIELDS
How to do this is perhaps best exemplified in the area
of health care. It is not by accident that the groups most
seriously dealing with the problem of people's health needs
are political organizations. A few years ago the Black Panther
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Party initiated a seri es of free health clinics to pro vide so rely
needed medi cal services th at should be, but are not, availa ble
to th e poor , and the idea was picked up by other community
group s, s u c h a s th e Youn g Lord s, an organiza tion of
revolutionary Latins and Puerto Ri cans. Health and scientific
workers , organi ze d by political groups like th e Medical
Committ ee for Hum an Rights and the Student Health
Organization , have helped provide the ne cessary pro fessional
support, and in th e past few years literally hundreds o f free
people's health centers have sprung up across the country.
Health workers, organized into political groups, can
provide more than just diagnosis and treatment. They can
begin to re-defin e som e medi ca l proble ms as social proble ms,
and through m e dical e du c ation b eg in to loose n the
depende nce of people on the medical pro fess ion. They can
provid e ba s ic biological inform ation , de my sti fy medi cal
sciences, and help give people more control over their own
bodies. For exampl e, in e w York , health work ers provided a
simple way of det ecting lead poisoning to the Young Lord s
Orga ni zation. This enabled th e Yo ung Lord s to serve their
people directly through a door-to-door testing campaign in
the Barrio , a nd al so to organi ze th e m again st th e landl ord s
who refu sed to cove r lead-painted wall s, o ft en with the tacit
complicity of the city housing offi cials.

It is thi s kind of scie ntifi c practi ce that most clearly
characteri zes Science for the Peopl e. It se rves the oppressed
and impove ri shed classes and strength ens th e ir ability to
struggl e. Th e developm ent of Peo ple's Scie nce must be
mark ed by these and other charac teri stics. For ex ampl e, any
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discoveries or new techniqu es should be such th at all people
have reaso na bly easy access to them , both physically and
fin ancially . This would also militate aga in st their use as a
means of ge nera ting individu al or corporate profit. Scientifi c
developments, whether in th e natural or social sciences that
co uld co nceivabl y be employe d as weapo ns aga inst th e
people must be carefully evaluated befo re th e work is carri ed
out. Such decisions will always be diffi cult. They demand a
co nsidera tion of factors like th e relative accessibility of these
developments to eac h side, the relative ease and certainty of
use, which will of course depe nd on the demand , th e extent
to which the power balan ce in a spec ifi c situation co uld be
shifted and at what ri sk, and so forth . Finally , scientifi c or
technologi cal programs whi ch claim to meet th e needs of the
people, but which in fact strength en the existing political
system and defuse th eir ability to struggle, are the opposite of
Peo ple's Science.
There is a wide range of activiti es that might constitute
a Science for the Peo ple. This work can be described as falling
into six broad areas :
1. T e c hnical assis tance to movement organizations and
oppresse d people.
The free peop le's health centers have already been
described as an exam ple of this approach . Another example
would be designing environm ental poisoning detection kits
for groups trying to protect themselves from pollution and
trying to organize opposition to the ca pitalist system whi ch
hampers effective solutions to pollution problems. The lead
poisoning test was such an effort , and other kinds of
pollution are equally amenable to this approach. These kits
would hav e to be simple to operate , easy to constru ct, and
made from readily available and cheap materials.

Research to aid student and community struggles for
free, decent higher edu cation is being co ndu cted by the New
University Conference and other groups. Of interest are
a n swe r s t o questions involving the economy of higher
edu cation , such as what classes pay what share of the tax bill,
how are e du ca ti o n a I resources apportioned among the
eco nomi c c lasses, how is higher edu cation differenti ally
d ef in e d in diff e r e nt typ es of schools, how does
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di sc rimin a tion operate against women and Third World
people in edu ca tion , what rol e do corpora tion s play in setting
up program priorities, especiall y in th e working-class junior
colleges. Research also needs to be done on th e possibilities
for open enrollm ent in various school systems a nd on th e tes t
instruments and the tracking syste m whi ch cha nn el stude nts
and distribute edu cational privilege on th e basis of social
class.
Research co uld be performed whi ch would assist
rank-and-file groups now attempting to organize poUtically in
the factories. Use ful information mi ght include the
correlation between industrial accident rates and the class,
ra ce, and sex of the work force , the mechanics of th e
un emplo y ment co mpensa tion and accident co mpensa tion
programs which more often make profits for insurance
co mp a ni es than h e lp workers, th e natur e of
union -111 a nagemen t co n tracts, how th ey h ave serv ed to
undermin e workers' demands and how th ey might be made
more effective, and so on. All of these projects would be
exa mples of Scie nce for the People as techni cal assistance.

2. Foreign technical help to revolulionar_y movements.
Ameri ca n scientific workers ca n provide material aid to
assist struggles in other co untri es against U.S. or other forms
of imperialism, or aga inst dom esti c fascism. For exa mple, the
Popular Liberation Move ment of Angola, fighting against
Portuguese domination , has requ es ted help in se tting up
medi cal training facilities. These are sorely needed in those
areas of Angol a th at have been liberated a nd are unde rgo ing
social and eco nomi c reco nstru ction.
Similarly , Ameri ca ns can aid revolutionary regimes
abroad. The effects of the U.S. blockade of Cuba could be
redu ced by North Ameri ca n scientifi c workers going th ere to
do research or to teach , as so me have already done. Or, they
co u Id do resea rch here on problems of importance for
d e ve lopm e nt in Cuba , such as on suga r ca ne and ri ce
production, tropi cal pest control , and livesto ck breeding. At
a minimum , U.S. scie nti sts should be enco urage d to establish
reg ular co ntact and excha nge reprints and o th e r informatio n
with th eir Cuba n co unterpa rts.
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Anoth e r exa mpl e of this kind of foreign tec hnical
assis tan ce i s a S c ience for Vi e tn am project , involving
collaboration be tween Ameri cans and scie ntists from th e
D e mo c ratic R e publi c of Vi e tn am and th e Provisional
R evo lutionary Gov e rnm ent of South Vi etnam on such
problems as locating plas ti c pellets in hum an fl esh (several
years ago the U.S. Air Force in creased th e terrori zing effect
of anti-personnel bombs by sw it c hin g from metal
fragm entation devices to plasti c pelle ts, which do not show
up on x-rays), reforestation techniqu es, how to decontami nate herbicide-saturated soi ls, and many other proble ms
now fa cing th e Vietnam ese as a res ult of the U. S. intervention
there.
This kind of for eign techni cal assistance has important
politi ca l significance in addition to its material co nsequ ences,
for it is the most direct way one ca n oppose the imperialist
poli cies of the U.S. gove rnment , undermin e its leg itimacy ,
and go over to the side of th e oppressed people of th e world .
If an important sector of th e population , like scientific
workers, begins to act in this way , it may encourage simila r
action by workers in other areas.

3. PPople 's resParr-li.
Unlike th e techni ca l assistance projects describ ed
above, whi ch are direc tl y tied in with on-going struggl es ,
there are areas in whi ch scie ntists shou ld take th e initiative
and begin developing projects that will aid struggles th a t are
just beginning to develop. For exa mpl e, workers in th e
medical and social sciences and in edu ca tion cou ld help
design a program for cli ent-co ntroll ed day ca re centers whi ch
would both free wom e n from th e necessit y of co ntinu al ch ild
ca r e a nd provid e a thoroughl y so cialist educationa l
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experience for the children. As such, it would be useless to
those who are trying to co-opt the day care struggle into an
extension of social control or as a means of making profits.
For use in liberation struggles, self-defense techniques
could be developed that would be readily available to the
people, and useless to their highly technological opposition.
Biologists and chemists, for example, could develop an
all-purpose gas mask for which the necessary materials are
simple, easy to assemble, readily available , and inexpensive.
Physiologists and others could perform definitive
research in nutrition and disseminate their findings so that
poor and working-class people would have information on
how to get the most nourishing diet for the least cost .
Furthermore, such research could aid them in avoiding the
possibly dangerous food additives and contaminants that are
now found in most packaged foods.
As a minimal effort, medical researchers could begin to
concentrate their work on the health needs of the poor. The
causes of the higher infant mortality rates and lower life
expectancy of a large part of the working class, particularly
non-whites, should get much more research attention .
Occasionally funds are available for this kind of research but
the class background and biases of many researchers often
predispose them toward work on other problems. In
addition , new ways of distributing and utilizing medical
knowledge, especially with respect to prevention , must be
designed .
4. Exposes and power structure research.
Most of the important political , military and economic
decisions in this country are made behind closed doors ,
outside the public arena. Questions about how U.S.
corporations dominate foreign economic markets and
governments, how corporate conglomerates control domestic
markets and policy-making, how party machines run city
governments, how universities and foundations interlock
with military and various social control strategies, how the
class struggle in the U.S. is blunted and obscured, etc. , must
be researched and the conclusions published to inform all the
people.
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Exemplary work of this kind has already been
performed by research collec tives like the North Am erican
Congress on Latin America (NACLA) , the National Action
Research on the Military Industrial Complex (NARMIC) , the
Africa Research Group , and others. These groups have
provided valuable information for community a nd campus
groups in ca mp a igns su ch as those against university
collaboration with the Indochina War and ex ploitation in
va riou s Third World countri es, against anti-personnel
weapons ma nufacturers (like Minnea polis Honeywell) , and
against specific corporations involved in particularly no xious
form s of oppression (like Polaroid's large investments in
Sou th Afri ca and their current contra ct to provide the
government there with photo-ID cards for all citizens which
will help that government to implement more effectiv ely its
racist apartheid policy).
5. Ideological struggle.
Ruling-class ideology is effec tively disseminated by
educational institutfons and the mass media, resulting in
misinformation that clouds people's und erstanding of their
own oppression and limits their ability to resist it. This
ruling-class ideology must be exposed as the self-serving
manipulation that it is. There are many areas where this neerls
to be accomplished. Arguments of biological determinism are
used to keep bl acks and other Third World people in lower
edu cational tracks, and these racist arguments have recently
b ee n bolstered by Jensen 's focusing on supposed racial
diff e r e n ces in int e llig ence. Virtually every school of
psychop athology and psychotherapy defin es homosex uals as
sic k or " maladjusted" (to a presumably "sane" society).:_
These definiti o ns are used to excuse this society's discriminitory laws ·m d pract ices with respect to its large ho mosexual
population an d have on ly recen tl y been acti vely opposed by
the Gay Libe ra ti on Movement. Similarly , many psychoth erapists and social scientists use so me parts of Freudian
doctrine to justify sex ist treatme nt of women .
The eliti st biases of most American social scie ntists oppress st ud ents from working-class and poor backgrounds, as
we ll as women and non-whites, by failing to adequa tely portray their histo ry and culture. Instead, bourgeois culture
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and rulin g-class history are emph asized as if they were the
onl y reality. This la yin g on of cu lture is parti cularl y heavyhand ed in community and working-class colleges (fo r an elaboration of thi s point, see J. McDermott, Nation , March l 0,
1969). To com bat this, social scientists should work to
make ava il ab le to th e peo pl e their true history and cu ltural
achi evements.
Thi s kind of Science of the People as ideological
struggle can be engaged in at several levels, from th e
professional societies and journals to th e public arena, but for
it to be most effective it should reach the people whose lives it
is most relevant to , and who will use it. Those in teaching
positions especially have an excellent opportunity to do this.
For example, courses in any of the biological sciences should
deal with the political reasons why our society is committing
ecological murder/suicide . Courses in psychopathology
should spend at least as much time on our government
officials and our insanely competitive eco nomi c system as
they do on the tortured victims incarcerated in our mental
"hospitals," many of whom would not be there in the first
place if they lived in a society where normality and sanity
were synonymous. Within these and man y other dis ciplines,
individual instructors can prepare reading lists and syllabi to
assist themselves and others who are interested in teaching
such courses but lack the background or initiative to do th e
work themselves.
6. Demy stification of science and technology.
No one would deny that science and technology hav e
become major influences in the shaping of people's lives. Yet
most people lack the information necessary to understand
how they are affected by technological manipulation and
control. As a result they are physically and intellectually
incapable of performing many operations that they are
dependent upon , and control over these operations has been
relinquished to various experts. Furthermore, these same
people undergo an incapacitating emotional change which
results in the fee ling that everything is too complicated to
cope with (whether technological or not) , and that only the
various experts should participate in decision making which
often directly aff~cts their own lives. Clearly , th ese two
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factors are mutually enhancing.
In the interests of democracy and people 's control, the
false mystery surrounding science and technology must be
removed and the hold of experts on decision making must be
destroyed . Understandable information can be made
available to all those for whom it is pertinent. For example ,
the Women's Liberation Movement has taken the lead in
teaching the facts about human reproductive biology to the
people who need it the most for control over their own
bodies. An example of this is a group of women in the
Chicago Women's Liberation Union who have written a series
of pamphlets on pregnancy and childbirth, giving complete
medical information in language everyone can understand.
Free schools and movement publications teach courses and
run articles on medical and legal first-aid, self-defense ,
effective nutrition, building houses , repairing cars and
other necessary appliances, and so on. Much more of this kind
of work needs to be done. In addition, the relevant scientific
information on issues that have important political
repercussions, such as radiation poisoning and pesticide
tolerance, should be made available to the public.
Part of the job of demystification will have to take
place internally , within the scientific community. Scientific
workers themselves must expose and counter the elitist ,
technocratic biases that permeate the scientific and academic
establishments. One vehicle for doing this has been the
publi cation by a collective of scientific workers of a
bimonthly magazine , called Science for th e People (9 Walden
Street, Jamaica Plain, Mass. 02130) . Attempts to demystify
science must take place at many levels. The doctrine that
problems of technology can be met with technological rather
than political solutions is increasingly being incorporated
into the ruling ideology. The counter argument should be
made that only political re-organization will be effective in
the long run , and this argument will need to be bolstered by
more research. On the level of daily practice, elitist
tendencies can be undermined in laboratories and classrooms
by insisting that all workers or students participate in
decision-making that affects what they do and by creating
~onditions that insure them the information necessary to
make those decisions. The elitism and top-down authority
..::4

structuring of most scientific meetings and conventions can
be opposed by members forcefully insisting that they be
given some control over the selection of speakers and that all
scheduled speakers address themselves to the political
implications of their work. This is already happening with
increasing frequency as radical caucuses begin to form in
many of the professional associations.

*****

The practice of Science of the People is long overdue. If
scientific workers and students want to overcome the often
alienating nature of their own work, their impotence in
bringing about meaningful social change, their own
oppression and that of most of the other people in the world ,
they will have to relinquish their uncritical devotion to the
pursuit of new knowledge. Scientific workers must
re-organize scientific work , not in terms of the traditionally
defined disciplines, but according to the real problems they
consciously set out to solve. The old breakdown into separate
disciplines , which produces "experts" who can barely
communicate with each other, must give way to new
structures which allow more cooperation and flexibility, and
which will undoubtedly demand the acquisition of new skills.
Such work can be as intellectually stimulating as the work we
do now , with the added satisfaction that it is meeting real
needs of people.
If projects like those described above are to constitute a
real Science for the People, they must achieve more than their
immediate technical goals. They should relate to issues
around which peopie can organize to act in their own
self-interest. Research projects should both flow out of the
needs and demands of the people, and be relevant to their
political struggles. This requires consulting with and relying
on the experience of community and movement groups, and
taking seriously the criticisms and suggestions that they put
forth . Scientists must succeed in re-directing their
professional activities away from services to the forces and
institutions they oppose and toward a movement they wish
to build. Short of this , no matte r how much they desire to
contribute to the solution , they remain part of the problem.
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Censorship bg Science
The preceding article, " Towards a Science for the People, " was censored out of the pages of Science , not a few
paragraphs or a blue-pencilled phrase here and there, but
the entire article. The journal's editor, Philip Abelson, performed the surgery single-handed , against the advice of colleagues and in violation of precedent in effect for decades.
How did this happen? And what does it mean?

WHAT?

Science is a weekly periodical published by the American Association for the Advan cement of Science (AAAS ).
With a circul ation of close to 164,000, it is probabl y the single most important interdisciplinary scientific journ al in th e
United States tod ay. The 100+ pages of Science ca rry analyses of science and society, editori als, letters, and highl y
t echni cal reports from all branches of scientifi c work .
The stated objec ti ves of the AAAS are " to furth er the
work of scientists, to facilitate coo peration among them, to
improve th e effec tiveness of science in the promotion of human welfa re, and to in crease publi c und erstandin g and appreciation of the importance and pro mi se of th e methods of
science in hum an progress." The fac t th at th e edit or of Science chose total censorship for th e article mea ns th at a
gro wing perspec tive among scientists of "science in the promotion of hum an welfa re" has bee n suppressed fr om prese ntation to a signifi ca nt sector of th e scientifi c co mmunity
without their knowl edge o r con se nt , thus preve ntin g others
from even reading an important and controversial view of
the rol e that science pl ays in th e United States today , and
of what th at rol e ought to be.
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HOW?
The censorship story begins at the 1970 mee tings of the
American Association for th e Advancement of Science, held
in Chicago. Science for the People members di stributed a
ten-page mim eographed paper there describing the political
and economic impact of scientific work in North America
and trying to outline a program for integra ting science and
social change. In spite of the existence and free distribution
of several thousand cop'ies of the paper, the Science for th e
Peo ple group at the AAAS meeting was criti cized for not
issuing a detailed and publi c statement of its analysis and
objectives. These criticism s not only ignore d the paper, but
also the bi-monthly publication , Science for the People,
which were available throughout the meetings.
In any case , several individuals decided to expand the
original paper and submit it to Science for publication. This
was done in February , 197 1. Shortly thereafter the expanded
version was rejected and returned with criti cisms rather
unu s ual for a sc ientific jo urn al. Disregarding editorial
co mm e nt s th a t qu es tion e d th e a uthor s' int egrity ,
intellige nce , even sanity , they deci ded to drastically revise the
paper once again in a final atte mpt to communica te with the
massive rea dership of Science.
The outcome of that revision, the version in this
pamphlet , was sent to Science in June. In accordance with the
customary procedure , the articl e was submitted to three
referees chosen by the editor, Philip Abelson . The referees
unanimously , unambiguously , and enthusiasti cally ad vised
Abelson in favor of publication. They gave various reasons.
Among them :
... [ Th e article] is an important position in the debate over the
objectives and public responsibilities of science which Science
magazine has been encouraging for several years , with many
major articles supporting opposite points of view .. . .lf it is not
published in Science, it would mean that Science is not
representing the full spectrum of opinion in the scientific
community, and would drive this whole segment of opinion to
other media or "underground " .. ..
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This paper is interesting and well-written ... . [It] is a s tatement
that frankly tak es sides ; yet in an area in which other points of
view are well represe nted , and mos t readers are like ly to be
meeting the attitudes presented here for the firs t time .. .
... This paper is extremely welcome and perhaps even overdue. It
should be given top priority for publication. It represe nts a
serious attempt to explain in detail the analysis and some of the
proposed directions of this [ Science for the People] movement.
The readers I think will be somewhat surprised that the authors
deal with real change and program rather than disruption and
confrontation. The pages of Science have been used for
discussion of the relation between science and politics in the pas t
so there should be no hesitation with regard to the relevance of
politics in the magazine .... *

However , Abelson felt that a 3-0 unequivocal
recommendation for publication by the referees was not
conclusive enough . So he took the unusual step of sending the
article off to four more referees ; each of whom was on the
e ditori al boar d of the magazine. But Abelson's disappointments were not yet over.
Two of the four hand-picked extra referees broke ranks
and advised in favor of publication. Their reasons, however ,

*All the quotes are from photocopies of the refe rees' reviews sent to the authors by a friend on the staff of Science.
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were less favorable than those of the original three referees.
For exam pie:
This is an idiotic paper which should be published. This position
is taken by crackpot radicals who, unfortunately, make up a
significant part of our students and junior faculty these days.
These authors present the crackpot radical view of science
conscientiously and effectively . I think it should be published as
part of the documents of our era ; because we are liberal and
make room for all views ....

The other two, who favored rejection, argued as
follows:
... Anything I say, and anything that anyone I regard as
perceptive will say, is bound to be unsatisfactory to the authors,
who, in regarding the inward voice and the inward vision, catch
only pale and fleeting glimpses of what lies outside of
themselves. I think you'll have to turn the paper down cold.
Doctrinaire fanatics are not open to argument or conviction .
... this paper is not a scholarly work nor a thoughtful exposition
of ethics. It is rather low quality propaganda .

At this point the beleaguered editor, Abelson , had
obtained a 5-2 recommendation in favor of publication. He
apparently gave up on the tactic of recruiting additional
referees, and instead decided on the more reliable approach
of simply invoking his editorial power to reject the article,
regardless of the referees' opinions. And as far as Science is
concerned, that is where the matter still stands in December
of 1972 .
-Pat Griffin , George Salzman, Bill Zimmerman
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-----from the original Censored pamphlet

We do not intend to allow the powerful within
th e scientific es tablishment to prevent us from
communicating with our fellow scientific workers.
Here th en is our article, published in pamphlet
form .... we urge you to consider the meaning of
freedom of speech when those whose ideas are
threatening are denied access to the press and other
means of communication. Those who insist upon being
heard in spite of such denials are often the ones
wrongly accused of violating that principle.
It has been our experience that speech cannot be
free in an environment of exploitive profit and
concentration of power. Freedom of speech ,
reasonable access to the avenues of communication, are
limited. The limits are the rules of the established game,
the set of prior assumptions one must accept in order to
win the "freedom" to move around within the limits.
One of the rules is that political change must occur in
an orderly fashion, orderly enough for the powerful to
retain, or even extend, their power while appearing to
relinquish a portion of it. Try and advocate the kind
of political change that would really undermine the
powerful-your liberal freedoms will disappear into
thin air and you will find yourself standing under an
umbrella of ordinary repression.
The lesson of Vietnam has been learned by the
functionaries and managers of the United States, by
people like Philip Abelson : if you cannot effectively
deal with an opponent through persuasion or
compromise, use force . But there are other lessons of
Vietnam.
B.Z.
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ABOUT SCIENCE FOR THE PEOPLE

Science for the People is the popular name of Scientists and
Engineers for Social and Political Action (SESPA). Science for the People is the name of the magazine which grew out of the original SESP A
newsletter, and which, since its inception in August, 1970, has been published by Boston-area members.
Science for the People is made up of secretaries and scientists,
technicians and teachers-all those who do and are affe.:,ed by science
and technology. We are organized as local chapters and come together

for national actions at scientific gatherings. The variation of opinions
within Science for the People is reflected in the diversity of our activities: exposing and confronting militaristic and social control research,
providing technical assistance to movement, labor, and Third World
groups, developing alternative science curricula, and organizing technical workers within established institutions. However, we share a basic

agreement that science in our society is used for control and profit; to
benefit the few not the many.
One of the most prominent activities is publication of Science
for the P eople, a bi-monthly periodical containing articles on the relationship of science to political and social issues, reports of the activities at
national meetings of traditional scientific organizations such as the
American Association for the Advancement of Science and the National
Science Teachers' Association, letters from readers, and, importantly,
reports of the activities of the various Science for the People groups
around the country and abroad. The editorial collectives change with
each issue.
If you would like to know more about Science for the People-to
join in its activities-to subscribe to the 10agazine, use the form on the
back of this page. You can remove it without damaging the pamphlet.
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SESPA is defined by its activ ities. People who participate in the (mostly local) activities consider themselves
members . Of course , there are people who through a variety of circumstances are not in a position to be active
but would like to maintain contact. They also co nsider
themselves members.
The magazine keeps us all in tou ch. It encourages
peop le who may be isolated, presents examples of activities that are useful to lo cal groups , brings issues and info rm at ion to the atte ntion of the readers , presents analytical articles and offers a forum for discussion. Hence
it is a vital activity of SESPA . It is also the only regular
national activit y .

If you are working , do you work in industry [ ] ,
government [ ] , university [ ] , other ______ _

2.

Local SESPA chapter or other group in which I'm
active:

3.

I am enclosing moi:iey according to the following
scheme : (a) regular membership- $10, (b) indigent
membership- less than $ I 0 , ( c) affluent or sacrifice
membership- more than $10, (d) completely impoverished- no thing , (e) I have paid already .

4.

I will sell ___ magazines. This can be done on
co nsignment to bookstores and newsstands, to yo ur
colleagues, at meet ings. (If you want to give some
away free because you are organizing and ca n' t pay
for them, let us know)

5.

I am attaching a list o f names and addresses of people who I believe would be interested in the maga zine . Please send them complimentary cop ies.

We need to know who the members are in o rder to
con tinu e to send SCIENCE FOR THE PEOPLE to them.
Please supply th e following information :
I am a membe r (che ck here if subscriber only. [ ))
I.

Name :
Address :
Telephone :
Occ upation :
( if stud ent or unemployed please indica te)

Please add any commen ts on the magazine or SESPA
or your own circumstances. We welcome cr iticism, advice,
and would like to get to know you .

SEND CHECKS TO : SESPA, 9 WALDEN ST. , JAMAICA PLAIN , MASS. 02130

Additional copies of this pamphlet may be obtaine d from :

New England Free Press
791 Tremont Street
Boston, Mass. 02118
Science for the People
9 Walden Street
Jamaica Plain , Mass. 021 30
A People's Press
203 Fuller Street
Brookline, Mass. 02146

ESPA/SCIENCE FOR THE PE,O:PLE.
897 l\!ain St
Cambridg~ Ma. 0213ij
Q-47-0370
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